














Phase 11 Evaluation: SR i-Smyrna to Pine Tree Comers 

Figure 4-59. Possible Writing Slate Fragment from Site 7NC-J-1991200 

Temporally diagnostic artifacts include an aluminum can, ceramics, glass, a glass maker's mark, 
nails, a shoe heel and a phonograph record (Table 4-36). One sherd of white salt-glazed 
stoneware represents the earliest diagnostic historical artifact, dating to the Colonial period, and 
is temporally anomalous within the collection. This item may represent an heirloom artifact that 
was maintained for a long period of time and eventually broken and discarded. The majority of 
ceramics consist of whitewares and ironstones with lengthy manufacturing dates. All glass 
identifiable for manufacturing technique is machine-made; no blown-in-mold or free-blown 
examples were recovered. Six of the glass sherds contain manganese and are solarized, 
indicating production between 1880 and 1915, the period when manganese was used to 
decolorize glass (Munsey 1970). One glass vessel base contains a mark used by the Illinois 
Glass Company from 1916 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971). Similarly, of the 60 nails recovered, 38 are 
wire, 6 are machine-cut, and 16 are unidentifiable. A rubber shoe heel contains a patent date of 
1915. One double-sided shellac phonograph record fragment was identified. The historical 
artifact collection indicates a late nineteenth through early twentieth century occupation (1880s
1920s). 

Spatial Distribution. Archival research suggested sites 7NC-J-1991200 as the possible location 
of a school building dating from the first quarter of the nineteenth century that remained in use 
until the third. However, the artifacts recovered indicate a late nineteenth through early 
twentieth century deposition. One sherd of white salt-glazed stoneware provided the only 
exception however, this artifact pre-dates the school. Regardless, distribution maps were 
generated for all historical artifacts, domestic artifacts, and architectural artifacts. Distributions 
of all historical artifacts and domestic artifacts aimed to illustrate any concentrations anomalous 
to the extant domestic complex. The architectural distribution attempted to expose any structural 
evidence. 

The distribution of all historical artifacts and that of domestic artifacts indicated the greatest 
material concentrations approximately ten meters west-southwest of the standing primary house 
structure, built post-1924 (7NC-J-199) (Figure 4-60). This placement suggests deposition 
resulting from refuse disposal from the existing structure. The architectural distribution 
generally encircles the current structure with minor occurrences associated with the outbuilding 
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